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STOCK MARKET INDEX
Closing Price: 07 Dec 2018

| SHANGHAI 2,605.89

FTSE 6,778.11

+74.06 +1.10%

CJ Wow Shop buka

No degree - but for this

Businesses must move
away from
capital labour to stay
profitable - Gobind

Business

drives electric
vehicle rollout in
Latin America

PD3C uncovers young
talents in automotive
industry

Automotive

Chile

Sarawak Energy, Shell
MDS explore hydrogen
economy

Economy

DID YOU KNOW?

CJ Wow Shop
products will be
promoted weekly
on Media Prima
television network

depan e-dagang Malaysia

E-Commerce

Lazada yakin masa

Self-Help

GLOBAL NEWS

peluang usahawan
promosi produk

250

+34.93 +0.16%

LOCAL NEWS
Business

global population
now online : UN

|

Technology

1/2

-558.72 -2.24%

| NIKKEI 21,678.68

Technology

DJIA 24,388.95

+0.71 +0.03%

Business

-2.80 -0.17%

Self-Help

FBMKLCI 1,680.54

Singaporean

entrepreneur, it doesn’t
define success

The Big Read:

Cryptocurrency crash
offers industry the reality
check it needs

Google has huge plans
for its home city - here’s
a look at the massive
development

Angel investors, not
entrepreneurs, need
government support

What will it take to
create next generation of
entrepreneurs in
Africa?
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